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Interaction of an ultraintense,a0@1, laser pulse with an underdense Ar plasma is analyzed via a two-
dimensional particle-in-cell simulation which self-consistently includes optical-field ionization. In spite of
rapid growth of ion chargeZ and, hence, electron density at the laser front, relativistic self-focusing is shown
to persist owing to a reduction of the expected plasma defocusing resulting from the weak radial dependence
of the ion charge on laser intensity(even forZ/g.1 whereg is the electron relativistic factor).
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Plasma ionization plays an important role in the interac-
tion of ultraintense, short laser pulses with gas jets[1–7].
When the electric field strength of a laser pulse,a0
=eE/mcv=8.5310−10l smmd fI sW/cm2dg1/2, exceeds the
atomic field strength, aA=EA/mcv=me6/ch4v=3.05
31014/v, the plasma electron density increases rapidly at
the front of the laser pulse due to optical field ionization
(OFI). At relatively low laser intensity, this rapid change of
electron density can be the source of various nonlinear pro-
cesses such as self-defocusing, laser frequency up-shift, ring
formation, and others. For a typicala0,1 laser pulse, the
electron density reaches its maximum, and the plasma per-
mittivity, «=1−vpl

2 /v2 where vpl is the plasma frequency,
reaches its minimum, along the pulse axis. This results in the
pulse self-diffraction[2] with a concomitant intensity de-
crease. These effects have been studied theoretically and ex-
perimentally, mostly for low-Z gases and weakly relativistic
intensities[2–4].

For a high-Z gas irradiated by a laser pulse, the maximal
ion charge can be estimated from a simplified equation by
settingnOFIsIZdt=1, where

nOFI = 4vAsIZ/Ryd5/2saA/a0dexpf− 2sIZ/Ryd3/2aA/s3a0dg
s1d

is the optical-field-ionization probability rate[8,4–7], IZ is
the ionization potential,

IZ = Z2Ry/neff
2 , s2d

t is the pulse duration,vA=4.131016 s−1 is the atomic fre-
quency, Ry=13.6 eV, andneff is the effective state number.
After a simple calculation, one can find that

Iz , Ryh1.5 a0/aAfA + lns4vAtaA/a0dgj2/3, s3d

whereA=2.5 lnsIZ/Rydf,10, for IZ,s0.5−1dkeV; A is ap-
proximately constant at reasonablea0,100. For Ar atoms
and a0.2 this equation givesZ,10 so that the electron
density rises ten times at the pulse front. Due to additional
axial compression produced by the ponderomotive force, the
electron density can approach critical densityNcr

=mv2/4pe2. Such a strong change in the plasma density
affects the laser pulse propagation. According to the simpli-
fied theory [1], the plasma permittivity increases as«=1
−vpl

2 /v2g=1−Ne/ kglNcr, where Ne is the electron density
andkgl is the effective relativistic factor of the plasma elec-
trons. According to Ref.[1], kgl=s1+a0

2/2d1/2 and the per-
mittivity may have a maximum on axis ifa0 increases faster
than the ion charge,Z. At first sight, the effect of OFI, which
results in diffraction or in self-focusing, simply depends on
the competition between the radial electron density gradient
at the front of the laser pulse(which leads to diffraction) and
the relativistic factor(which determines the self-focusing
strength). These arguments assume the laser field is greater
than the ion charge,Z/a0!1. For a high-Z gas this happens
only if ultrarelativistic laser pulses witha@10 are employed.
However, self-focusing of laser pulses can occur even for
Z/a0.1. To show this we consider the dependence of the
mean ion charge on the laser field. According to Eqs.(2) and
(3), the ion charge is equal toZ=Ba0

1/3, whereB is large but
nearly constant. Hence, inside the laser pulse, fora@1 the
permittivity is «=1−BN0/a0

2/3, N0=21/2Ni0 /Ncr, whereNi0 is
the initial ion density, and has a maximum along the pulse
axis and, therefore, even a small diffraction loss of energy of
the laser pulse can maintain its strong self-focusing. In the
present paper, we investigate numerically the interaction of
relativistically intense laser pulses with an underdense high-
Z plasma of Ar withZ/a0.1.

To study the propagation of the intense laser pulse in an
Ar gas jet, we apply a fully relativistic two-dimensional(2D)
particle-in-cell(PIC) simulation with the “moving window”
technique with mobile Ar ions[9]. A 2D simulation is rel-
evant as a form of the paraxial equation[10]. The plasma
length is infinite with a steep density gradient. We use 36
particles per cell in a 1603120 mm2s280032048 cellsd
window, which moves at the speed of light. Al=0.8 mm
linearly polarized laser pulse with a full width at half maxi-
mum duration of 20 fs and an intensity ofI
=1019–21W/cm2 is focused to a 16mm spot (which corre-
sponds in 3D to a Rayleigh length of 725mm). (The differ-
ence between the calculated absorbed laser energy and total
plasma energy is less than 1%. The numerical error in the
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group velocity is smaller than the velocity deviation from the
speed of light.) Initially the plasma is singly ionized. In the
beginning, the laser pulse propagates 50mm in very low
density plasma,Ne0=1013 cm−3; then it crosses the steep
plasma edge with density,Ne0=1019 cm−3 (The laser inten-
sity exceeds the critical power for relativistic self-focusing
Pcr=17sv /vpld2 [GW] at Z=1 in 3D geometry.) We assume

no clusters in the jet due to elimination by the laser prepulse.
In the method used to include plasma ionization, the

plasma charge is modified by varying the number of par-
ticles. The charge of the electron particles is fixed so that if
all electron particles were involved in the calculation, the
plasma density would be equal to that of the fully ionized
plasma[5,6]. At the onset of the calculation, there arenPIC

FIG. 1. Temporal and spatial evolution of ion charges in an Ar gas jet withN0=1019 cm−3 irradiated by a 20 fs,s-polarized laser pulse
with I =1020 W/cm2: (a) vt=500,(b) 1100,(c) 1900. The maximum value given in the figure is the maximum ion charge. Coordinates are
given in v /c:x smmd=0.127x (normalized); tsfsd=0.42t (normalized).

FIG. 2. Temporal and spatial evolution of normalized laser intensity,Ez
2+Hx

2+Hy
2, in an Ar gas jet for a 20 fs,s-polarized laser pulse with

I =1020 W/cm2. (a)vt=0, (b) 500 (c) 850,(d) 1100,(e) 1350,(f) 1450,(g) 1600,(h) 1700,(i) 1900. The laser pulse is propagating from the
right to the left. The maximal value in each figure refers to maximal normalized intensity in the window.
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FIG. 3. (Color) Thex component of the plasma electric field,(a) vt=500,(b) 850. The maximal value in each figure refers to a maximal
positiveEx in e/mcv units.

FIG. 4. (Color) Z component of the plasma magnetic field,(a) vt=500, (b) 850. The maximal value in each figure refers to a maximal
positiveHZ in e/mcv units.

FIG. 5. Electron charge distribution in the plasma atvt=1350: (a) 2D plot, Nmax is in units ofNcr; (b) 1D plot along the laser axis at
I =1020 W/cm2; and (c) I =1020 W/cm2.
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electron particles involved in the PIC calculation while
nPICsZA −1d electron particles(nPIC is an integer,ZA is the
nuclear charge,ZA =18 for Ar) move with an ion. We calcu-
late the equationdZ/dt=nOFIfZstdg for every ion.(This equa-
tion can be easily derived from the balance equation for elec-
tron charge[5].) Discrete, real ionization potentials are used
for the Ar ions. When the chargeZ of an ion particle(not the
total charge) exceeds an integer, an additionalnPIC electron
particle becomes involved in the field and current calcula-
tion. To conserve energy we define an ionization-loss current
jA [5]; Ohmic heating,UA = jAE, produced by this current
provides a laser energy loss equal to the plasma ionization.
Net charge conservation is invoked using the condition
divjA =0, which is always true for ans-polarized 2D pulse
simulation. We neglect the Kerr self-focusing(see Ref.[7]).
In the absence of clusters, the nonlinear third-order term in
the polarization responsible for the Kerr effect can be esti-
mated as follows:P3,dEkdEl2/VR

2 =x3E
2E, whered is the

dipole moment,E is the laser field,VR=fshvRd2+sdEd2g1/2

with hvR being the energy of the closest level. For transi-
tions with Dn=0, vR increases in proportion with the ion
charge,,Z; the dipole moment decreases asZ −1. For a0.1
the termdE becomes dominant and the nonlinear term in
x3E

2 saturates and decreases asa0
−2/3 (we assumeZ,a0

1/3).
For transitions withDn=1 (vR,Z2 andVR,hvR), one can
obtain thatx3E

2,a0
2/Z6 is constant, however,P3 itself de-

creases asZ−1 and finally the nonlinear term decreases as
Z −16. This allows us to include only plasma effects in the
present calculation.

The temporal evolution of the average ion charge in an Ar
plasma irradiated by a short laser pulse withI
=1020 W/cm2sa0=6.8d is shown in Fig. 1. Note that even in
the low density plasma region, the ion chargeZ exceeds 10,
Ar+11 and Ar+12 are the most abundant ions. Charge traces
resulting from the strong diffraction of the laser pulse enter-
ing the steep plasma edge clearly can be seen. With time
Ar+14 and Ar+15 ions appear along the center of the laser axis
due to laser relativistic self-focusing. At the periphery of the
laser pulse, Ar+9 and Ar+10 ions are most abundant. The elec-

tron density smoothly rises in the area, not only because of
the cube-root dependence of the ionic charge on the laser
field, Z,a0

1/3, but also due to strong diffraction of the pulse.
Since there is no efficient recombination during the duration
of the simulation window and ions are too heavy to move
fast, the structure of the traces are striated displaying the
structure of the laser pulse electric field. For laser intensities
I =1019sa0=2.15d and I =1021 W/cm2sa0=21.5d the spatial
distribution of the ion charges is qualitatively similar to that
presented in Fig. 1, though numerically different: the maxi-
mum values of the ionic charge along the laser axis are
Zmax=12 andZmax=16, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the normalized
laser intensity withI =1020 W/cm2. For nonrelativistic laser
intensity,a0,1, the laser pulse would rapidly diffract from a
combination of the radial electron density gradient(i.e.,
plasma defocusing from the OFI generated plasma), reduced
relativistic self-focusing, and vacuum diffraction. According
to the linear ray equation in linear theory, the angle between
a light trajectory and the propagation axis changes as
]u /]x=−s2Ncrd−1]Ne/]r [10,11] so that the light totally dif-
fracts su=p /2d at L,pNcr d/Ne whered is of the order of
the laser spot size. Since the electron density is close to the
critical density in the Ar gas jet, the diffraction length of the
laser pulse can be much shorter than its Rayleigh length. For
relativistic intensity, strong self-focusing along with strong
diffraction is clearly seen. However in contrast to self-
focusing in a uniform plasma, the ring formation similar to
that observed in experiments of Ref.[3] is found. This ring
has a diameter of about 6mm with a maximal laser intensity
as much as 2.5 times the initial. The ring oscillates as the
pulse propagates through the plasma[see Figs. 2(d)–2(g)].
Within our understanding, this instability is related to the
hosing of the self-focused laser pulse[12,13]. To estimate the
effect of diffraction on the pulse propagation we calculate the
pulse energy change in a strip with the transverse size of
about 20mm which initially contains 99% of the laser en-
ergy. The depletion lengthLD of the self-focused laser pulse
(70% of energy lost) is 0.4 mm for the laser intensityI
=1020 W/cm2. We observe that the depletion length in-
creases with laser intensity and is about 0.6 mm forI
=1021 W/cm2 (LD=0.15 mm for I =1019 W/cm2). We at-
tribute this effect to the reduced diffraction loss of the laser
pulse. As the laser intensity increases, a smaller fraction of
the pulse energy is necessary to form a smooth density dis-
tribution in the vicinity of the self-focused laser pulse be-
cause the ion charge saturates and more laser energy can
continue to be relativistically focused forward.

The plasma electric and magnetic field distributions in an
Ar plasma irradiated by aI =1020 W/cm2 laser pulse are
given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Initially, thex com-
ponent of the plasma electric field[Fig. 3(a)] has a wake-
field structure. Wave breaking rapidly appears atEx
=0.3mcv /e [Fig. 3(b)] which is much smaller than the rela-
tivistic wave-breaking threshold. For lower and higher laser
intensity, the field distribution is qualitatively the same.

In the magnetic field distribution one can see a magnetic
channel with a diameter equal to that of the self-focused laser
ring. Assuming that this current is produced by relativistic
electrons we estimate the electron density in the current as

FIG. 6. Electron energy distribution atvt=1900.
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Nech=Ncrc/ svdd whered is the channel diameter. This den-
sity is considerably lower than the critical density.

The spatial distribution of the electron density after the
laser pulse has propagated 0.15 mm into the plasma is shown
in Fig. 5(a). A strong electron bunch 8mm in size in the
longitudinal and 30mm in size in the transverse direction is
formed via ponderomotive acceleration. The maximal den-
sity in the bunch is 0.8Ncr [though the average density is
0.2Ncr, see Fig. 5(b)] at I =1020 W/cm2. For higher intensity,
Nmax exceeds the critical density and the average density in
the bunch is half of the critical density, as seen in Fig. 5(c).
Transverse motion of electrons in the bunch limits its aver-
age density. The mean velocity of electrons in the bunch is
close tov=cs1−4/a0

4d which corresponds to the ponderomo-
tive potential of the laser pulse. Electrons in the bunch move
faster than the laser pulse as seen in Fig. 2(e) where the
group velocity is 4–6 % less than the light speed. The energy
distribution of the electrons is shown in Fig. 6. Since elec-
trons in such an electron bunch are strongly relativistic, it

could serve as a relativistic mirror for a counter-propagating
long-wavelength laser pulse[14].

In conclusion, we have observed the self-focusing of a
relativistically intense laser pulse in a dense Ar gas jet under
the condition when density growth due to optical-field ion-
ization cannot be totally compensated by relativistic effects
such thatZ/g.1. We have demonstrated that this self-
focusing is maintained by small diffraction loss of the laser
pulse energy. Because of the slow dependence of the maxi-
mum ionic charge on the laser field,a0

1/3, the transverse
derivative of the electron density is much smaller than that of
the laser field,Ne

−1dNe/dr!a0
−1da0/dr, andZ/g has a mini-

mum along the laser axis which maintains self-focusing. Due
to ponderomotive acceleration a high densityfkNel
,s0.3–0.5dNcrg electron bunch is formed in front of the laser
pulse. The group velocity of the laser pulse is not consider-
ably reduced by this effect.
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